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Motor
Quick overview – Number of cars worldwide
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Source: Organisation Internationale des Constructeurs Automobiles (OICA) 2005 onwards
www.carhistory4u.com for earlier data



Motor
Quick overview – Number of private cars
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EU + EFTA TURKEY
RUSSIA &

OTHER
EUROPE

NAFTA
CENTRAL &

SOUTH
AMERICA

ASIA/OCEANIA/
MIDEAST

AFRICA

2005 235 6 36 165 37 157 17

2010 248 8 48 170 52 226 24

2015 263 11 60 171 67 344 31
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Source: OICA

In recent years, particular increase in the number of cars in Asia and Africa.
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Motor
Quick overview – 2015 Motorisation rate
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Car gets stuck on level crossing; oncoming train hits the car, derails, damages 

bridge and falls into canal. No casualty.  Contributory negligence from train operator

18 March 1976 France
est. 

€30m

Motor Claims
Escalating costs

Selby rail crash - Driver falls asleep on motorway, swerves off, drives down the embankment and stops 

on rail track. Oncoming train hits the car, derails and hits another train. 10 casualties

28 February 2001 UK 
est. 

€46m

Mont Blanc tunnel fire - Truck catches fire and stops in tunnel. Fire rages for 50 hours. 

39 dead; 24 trucks & 9 cars destroyed; tunnel closed for 3 years.  Contributory negligence from tunnel operator

24 March 1999 France
est. 

€100m+

The cost of catastrophic motor claims can be massive.



Motor
Introducing compulsory insurance
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USA
Connecticut introduces financial 

responsibility law: after a first crash, 

driver must prove financial responsibility

Massachusetts requires liability 

insurance prior to vehicle registration

1925

21 3 4

UK

UK introduces mandatory 

third-party personal injury 

insurance

1930

France

France mandates third

party motor insurance

1958

Turkey

Turkey passes law ‘6085’ in 1953

that mandates third party liability 

(Traffic) insurance for the first time. 

The law ‘2918’ in 1983, was wider 

in scope and more effective.

1953, 1983
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UK 

✓ Since 1946, Motor 

Insurance Bureau

compensates victims of 

uninsured and untraced 

drivers

✓ Funded through annual 

levy on all motor policies

What if an unidentified or stolen vehicle causes damages to third party?

Motor
Introducing compulsory insurance

France

✓ Since 1951, Fonds de 

Garantie Automobile –

covers damages from 

unknown drivers or

uninsured & insolvent 

drivers

✓ Stolen vehicles are 

covered by standard 

policy

US

✓ Coverage through 

uninsured motorist 

clause

Turkey

✓ 1991- Garanti Fonu

✓ 2007- Güvence 

Hesabı



Motor insurance
Towards pools
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what if a driver cannot find insurance

is driving a citizen’s right

✓ UK - drivers may make a deposit with the Accountant General of the Supreme Court

✓ France - Bureau Central de Tarification set up in 1958 to determine what premium a

rejected risk should be charged

Some countries introduce pools to cover drivers who cannot find insurance.



Motor pools
Case study: Malaysia
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Malaysian Motor Insurance Pool (MMIP)

▪ Third Party bodily injury & death is mandatory; sold with third

party property damage (Third party policy) or also with own

damage (Comprehensive policy)

▪ TPBID hugely unprofitable

▪ Premium rates under tariff – not reviewed between 1978 and

2012

▪ Substantial no-claims discounts (up to 55%)

▪ Many drivers are refused insurance and have to resort to the

Motor insurance pool, which acts as insurer of last resort

▪ MMIP was showing loss ratios between 200% and 300%

▪ Liberalisation since 2016, with substantial increases in premiums.



Motor pools
Case study: India 
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Indian Motor Third Party Risk Pool (IMTPRP)
▪ Set up in 2007, when Motor was de-tariffed except third party

▪ The pool covered TP for all commercial vehicles, but insurers retained own-damage risks

▪ Losses shared pro-rata overall General Insurance market shares (not just motor market shares)

▪ Claims spiraled out and fraud was widespread

▪ As TPL price still regulated, loss ratios were very high

▪ On-going deterioration in estimates loss ratios (150% to 250% in any one year) leading to

deterioration in solvency across the market.

Indian Motor Third Party Decline Risk Pool (IMTPDRP)

▪ Set up in 2011 for commercial vehicles

▪ Insurers to define their own criteria; any risk beyond them can be ceded 80% to the pool

▪ Each Motor insurer is set a target of Motor business to write; if target not achieved, insurer

has to participate in the pool – in proportion to shortfall in meeting target

▪ Thanks to increases in third party tariff, size of pool reduced drastically

▪ Was eventually dismantled in 2016.



Motor pools
The perfect storm ?
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▪ It is no one’s business – controls may be lax on underwriting and claims

management

▪ May be complex and expensive to run

▪ There may be no mechanism to adjust pricing based on experience, which can

lead to high loss ratios

▪ It may take time for the market to realise how bad the loss ratios are



Fictitious Motor Pool
Let’s imagine a country where...
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▪ There are 1 million motor policies, of which

100,000 are deemed high-risk

▪ Total market premiums amount to $1bn, of

which $200 million are from high-risk policies

▪ 25 Motor insurance companies, with constant

market shares in time:

▪ 1 LARGE Company has a 50% market

share

▪ 4 MEDIUM Companies each have a 10%

market share

▪ 20 SMALL Companies each have a 0.5%

market share



Fictitious Motor Pool
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Further, let’s assume that ...

▪ Commission is flat at 8% of gross premiums

▪ Average expenses amount to $100 per policy

▪ Taxes of 12% of gross premiums apply

▪ Premium is $890 for standard risks, $2,000 for high-risk policy



Fictitious Motor Pool
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▪ All companies cede high risks to the pool; they retain 5% of written premiums to cover their

expenses (ie $100) – this covers expenses exactly.

▪ High risks are then split between the market: half equally between insurers, half according to

market shares

▪ Gross premium for a high risk is $2,000; net of expenses, commission and tax, $150,000 in

total is ceded to the pool. This is allocated as follows to the various insurers:

Now, let’s assume that a pool has been introduced

Company 

A
Market share: 50%

Pool allocation: 27%

Company 

B,C,D,E 

Market share: 10%

Pool allocation: 7%

Company 

F-Y

Market share: 0.5%

Pool allocation: 2.25%
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 450,000 90,000 5,000 900,000

Gross premiums per company $400 $80 $4 $800

Commissions (8%) ($32) ($6.4) ($0.32) ($64)

Expenses ($100 per policy) ($45) ($9) ($0.45) ($90)

Tax (12%) ($48) ($9.6) ($0.48) ($96)

Premiums net of commissions, 

expenses and tax $275 $55 $2.75 $550

Fictitious Motor Pool
Standard risks - Losses
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 100,000

Gross premiums per company $200

Commissions (8%) ($16)

Expenses ($100 per policy) ($10)

Tax (12%) ($24)

Premiums net of commissions, expenses 

and tax – ceded to the Pool $150

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 50,000 10,000 500 100,000

Gross premiums per company $100 $20 $1 $200

Commissions (8%) ($8) ($1.6) ($0.08) ($16)

Expenses ($100 per policy) ($5) ($1) ($0.05) ($10)

Tax (12%) ($12) ($2.4) ($0.12) ($24)

Premiums net of commissions, expenses 

and tax – ceded to the Pool ($75) ($15) ($0.75) $150

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks – assuming written pro-rata market shares
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 50,000 10,000 500 100,000

Gross premiums per company 100 20 1 $200

Commissions (8%) ($8) ($1.6) ($0.8) ($16)

Expenses ($100 per policy) ($5) ($1) ($0.05) ($10)

Tax (12%) ($12) ($2.4) ($0.12) ($24)

Premiums net of commissions, expenses 

and tax – ceded to the Pool ($75) ($15) ($0.75) $150

Expense Allowance from the Pool $5 $1 $0.05 $10

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks – Expense Allowance from the Pool
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 50,000 10,000 500 100,000

Gross premiums per company $100 $20 $1 $200

Commissions (8%) ($8) ($1.6) ($0.8) ($16)

Expenses ($100 per policy) ($5) ($1) ($0.05) ($10)

Tax (12%) ($12) ($2.4) ($0.12) ($24)

Premiums net of commissions, expenses 

and tax – ceded to the Pool ($75) ($15) ($0.75) $150

Expense Allowance from the Pool $5 $1 $0.05 $10

Share of the Pool 27% 7% 2.25% 100%

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks – Allocation from the Pool
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 50,000 10,000 500 100,000

Gross premiums per company $100 $20 $1 $200

Commissions (8%) ($8) ($1.6) ($0.8) ($16)

Expenses ($100 per policy) ($5) ($1) ($0.05) ($10)

Tax (12%) ($12) ($2.4) ($0.12) ($24)

Premiums net of commissions, expenses 

and tax – ceded to the Pool ($75) ($15) ($0.75) $150

Expense Allowance from the Pool $5 $1 $0.05 $10

Share of the Pool 27% 7% 2.25% 100%

Premium from the Pool $40.5 $10.5 $3.38 $150

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks – Premium allocation from the Pool
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies per company 450,000 90,000 5,000 900,000

Gross premiums per company $400 $80 $4 $800

Premiums net of commissions, 

expenses and tax $275 $55 $2.75 $550

Claims (loss ratio of 68.75%) ($275) ($55) ($2.75) ($550)

Profit/(Loss) - - - -

Fictitious Motor Pool
Standard risks – break-even loss ratio is 68.75%
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies 100,000

Gross premiums $200

Premiums net of commissions, 

expenses and tax $150

Claims (loss ratio of 68.75%) ($150)

Profit/(Loss) -

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks – break-even loss ratio is 75%
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$ in million LARGE MEDIUM SMALL ALL

Number of companies 1 4 20 25

Number of policies 100,000

Gross premiums $200

Premiums net of commissions, 

expenses and tax – from Pool $40.5 $10.5 $3.38 $150

Claims (loss ratio of 68.75%) ($40.5) ($10.5) ($3.38) ($150)

Profit/(Loss) - - - -

Fictitious Motor Pool
High risks – break-even loss ratio is 75%



Market shares before & after the Pool
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Fictitious Motor Pool
Are all insurers happy? Should they be?
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▪ Small insurers get large premium income from the pool – good if they are

underwriting for cash-flow

▪ Conversely, largest producer may resent flushing competitors with premiums

▪ Is the risk profile of small players sustainable? A deterioration of 5 points in the

high risk pool loss ratio would need to be compensated by an improvement of 4.5

points in standard risks to maintain overall profitability

▪ In reality, not all insurers will have the same expenses. Some players may

arbitrage from receiving an expense allowance in excess of their actual costs
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